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What are the effects of light pollution on
wildlife and their habitats?

I. Introduction



Elements of Light Pollution Impacting Wildlife

Light Trespass

Sky Glow

Glare

Clutter
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Light pollution is trespassing into wildlife habitat

Wildlife Concerns From
Exposure to Light Pollution

Habitat Disturbance
Wildlife Behavior
Wildlife Survival

Wildlife Issue
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sunrise sunset
Natural night sky

light pollution

Compare Lighting from Natural
and Artificial Sources

“ what the critters see ”
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NOCTURNAL WILDLIFE

owls gray tree
frog

yellow
crowned night

heron

spotted sea trout bats

 Active at night, roost by day.

 Some species species are rare, threatened and endangered species.

 Some species provide human and ecological health benefits.

 Some species provide economic benefits

What are the effects of light pollution on their habitat and behavior?
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DIURNAL WILDLIFE

frogs songbirds waterfowldragonfly

 Active by day, roost at night.

 Some species are rare, protected and endangered species.

 Some species provide human and ecological health benefits.

 Some species provide economic benefits.

What are the effects of light pollution on their habitat and behavior?
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squirrels



Habitat Disturbance Observations

 Disruption of natural day-night illumination cycle in natural areas.

 Replacement of nocturnal (night) cycle by elevated levels of continuous

artificial lighting over broad natural areas.

 Greatest exposure of terrestrial habitats is mostly under tree canopy and
over ground level areas, which is the preferred zone of most terrestrial
wildlife inhabitation.

 Aquatic habitats subject to light trespass from upland and shoreline human

habitation. Water surface reflections magnify light pollution.

 Light pollution in wildlife habitats mimic extended daylight conditions
causing wildlife behavior to be unnaturally modified.

 Exposure of wildlife circadian rhythms to light pollution.

 Wildlife biodiversity at risk in light polluted nocturnal habitats.

 Diminished habitat function (e.g., shelter, protection, food).
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LOOKING AT THE TOP OF THE FOOD
CHAIN

HUMAN HEALTH IMPACTS

A MODEL FOR WILDLIFE EXPOSURE?

 Circadian rhythms set to natural cycle of day and night

 Light controls body’s internal clock or “circadian rhythm”

 Immune System is circadian

 Correlation between low melatonin levels and cancer in humans

 Wildlife in or near urban areas may have more exposure to light
pollution than humans

 What are the physiological effects of light pollution on wildlife?

 Could possible physiological changes resulting from light

pollution exposure result in the decline of wildlife species?

II. Understanding Light Pollution



Endangered Sea turtles in Florida

Life cycle consists of birth on land, spending life in ocean, returning
to land only to nest

LIGHT POLLUTION IMPACTS

 Beach nesting habitats exposed to bright outdoor
shoreline lighting

 Adults won’t come ashore to nest

 Hatchlings emerge from sand nests, normally
orientate towards starlit ocean

 Artificial lights on beaches, coastal roads, and
buildings disorientate hatchlings and adults that crawl
away from the beach towards inland light sources.

Migratory disruptions from light pollution leads to
death from dehydration, wildlife, domestic animals and
human predation, and vehicle collusions

USA’s First Outdoor Lighting Ordinance for Wildlife Conservation

II. Understanding Light Pollution



Light Pollution Impacts on Wildlife Through the
Nationwide Wetlands Permitting Process

Example:

Egrets and herons – Classified as Species of Concern

 Open nests in trees along urban waterways and marshes

 Property owners install unshielded lights on piers and upland property
that trespass into nesting habitats. Water surface reflections magnify

the lighting.

 Nesting species exposed to light pollution, behavior altered and
subject to increased predation by nocturnal raptors, other wildlife
predators and domestic animals

 Nesting parents leave nests for prolonged periods to forage in light
polluted areas

 Nestlings fall out of nests; survival diminishes

 Some species show avoidance of light polluted habitat

 Some species are attracted to light sources to feed on other dietary
organisms that are similarly attracted to lights

III. Examples of How Environmental Agencies are Impacting the Environment with Light Pollution



Light Pollution Impacts on Wildlife Through the
Nationwide Wetlands Permitting Process

Potential for Water Quality Impacts

 Unshielded pier and waterfront lighting penetrates the water column.

 Artificial lighting promotes algal growth in surface waters

 Algae feeding zooplankton uses natural light to migrate to deeper water for food. At
night, they migrate to the surface. Artificial lights from piers and shore structures causes
zooplankton to stay in deeper water when they should be feeding on the surface at night.

 The disruption of zooplankton behavior and feeding cycles leads to algal blooms in the
surface water.

 Algal blooms associated with declining water quality conditions.

 Light pollution-induced water quality effects are high for ponds, lakes, impoundments,
and low flushing coastal watershed stream and river environments.

III. Examples of How Environmental Agencies are Impacting the Environment with Light Pollution



Public Action Precedents in Wildlife Conservation
Involving Light Pollution

 SEATURTLES - first identified light pollution
indicator organism. Led to nation’s first public
outdoor lighting ordinance in Florida for wildlife
conservation purposes.

BIRDS – FLAP (Fatal Light Awareness Program)
Highly successful Canadian public program aimed at
reducing birds kills from collusions with lighted city
buildings. Program identifies numerous bird species at
risk from light pollution. Visit www.flap.org

IV. Public Action Precedents in Wildlife Conservation and Light Pollution



 ENDANGERED CAT SPECIES - zoo breeding
program observes Pallas cats’ reproductive difficulties
in bright zoos. Pallas relocated to darker areas and
reproduction activity returns to normal.

 SPORT FISHES - Civil court case involving
nocturnal seatrout species in Scotland. Fishermen
claim seatrout fishing degraded by light pollution from
adjacent property. Court supports sport fishermen
with judgment supported by expert testimony on
seatrouts’ nocturnal behavior.

In State of Washington, light trespassing into fish
habitat from unshielded lights on Cedar River trails
resulted in interference with sockeye salmon fry
migration and an increase in predation pressures.
Lights shielding by WA DOT reduced light trespass,
enhanced habitat, and improved fish migratory
passage.

Public Action Precedents in Wildlife Conservation Involving
Light Pollution
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Public Action Precedents in Wildlife Conservation
Involving Light Pollution

 US NATIONAL PARK SERVICE is responding to
public concerns about light pollution and loss of night
sky aesthetics. National Park Service retrofitting existing
lights with full cut off optics (FCO). Public night sky
aesthetics restoration seen as a wildlife benefit

IV. Public Action Precedents in Wildlife Conservation and Light Pollution

MIGRATORY BIRDS - mortalities from collisions
with lighted buildings and towers has led to USFWS
guidance on lighted towers.



International Dark-Sky Association
3225 N. First Ave., Tucson AZ 85719 USA
(520) 293-3198 (voice) (520) 293-3192 (fax)
E-Mail: ida@darksky.org

IDA advocates shielded lighting and better
outdoor lighting planning

www.darksky.org/ida/

V. Help for Wildlife Conservation from a Distant Galaxy



LP Problems for Urban Habitats

Homeowners Backyard Habitat and
Urban Park Manager’s Habitat Guide

 Light pollution increases domestic animal activity at
night; increases domestic animal predation on wildlife

 Birds venture away from nests at night, may
abandoned nests; hatchlings fall out.

 Alters behavior of wildlife

 Decreases survival of young wildlife

 Makes habitat less suitable for good wildlife

 Deciduous trees and plants experience delayed
winter dormancy that increases susceptibility to stress
and diseases on light polluted properties

 Homeowners and park patrons cannot enjoy night
landscape and wildlife benefits of their own properties
or park if there are lights trespassing from other
properties.

VI: Recommendations for Homeowners



RECOMMENDATIONS
for

DEVELOPERS, HOMEOWNERS,
URBAN PARK MANAGERS

 Design lighting with full cut off optics (FCOs), short heights, light shielding,
low illumination accent lighting, timers and motion sensors to focus nontarget
lighting downwards on target area and away from trees, flowerbeds, shrubs,
fields, forests, and wetlands.

 Design wildlife friendly landscaping. Consult your local nurseries and
landscaping firms for tips and tricks.

 Consult local Audubon Society, Sierra Club or other wildlife interest groups
for tips on how to develop backyard wildlife habitats.

 Use tall rapid growth evergreen trees and shrubs screen out unwanted
lighting from adjacent properties.

 Turn off all yard lights if possible, especially when not in use.

 A light pollution free yard increases wildlife values, night sky access and
residential property and urban park values.

VI: Recommendations for Homeowners




